How to read your Bglobal Smart Meter
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On the front of the meter there is a button called either SELECT or DISPLAY SELECT. When you press this
button the screen should show the TIME. Further presses of the button will advance to other screens
such as DATE and LAG. Pressing and holding the button for approximately 2 seconds toggles the screen
between Set A and Set B. You should make sure that you are in Set A.

Set A

The number of readings that you need to record will differ depending on whether you have a single rate,
2 rate or 6 rate meter. You can find this out by looking at one of your previous bills (your new meter is
likely to have the same number of rates as your old meter). If on your bill you see ‘All units’ to the left of
your readings you are likely to have a single rate meter. If you see ‘Day units’ and ‘Night units’ you are
likely to have a 2 rate meter. If on your bill you see six sets of readings you are likely to have a 6 rate
meter.

If you have a single rate meter
If you have a single rate meter then simply press the Display Select button until you see the Total
reading – this is the only reading that you need to record.

Total reading

If you have a 2 rate meter
Press the Display Select button 4 times. You should come to the Rate 1 reading. Press the Display Select
button again and you should see the Rate 2 reading. Record both of these readings.

Rate 1 reading

When you are on the last Rate, press the Display Select button a further 4 times and you should see the
Total reading.
(As you press the button you will see different screens such as DATE, LAG and APP EnG – these screens
can be ignored. You only need to record the Rate 1 and Rate 2 readings).

If you have a 6 rate meter
Follow the instructions for a 2 rate meter, but you will need to press the button a further 4 times to
record Rate 3, Rate 4, Rate 5 and Rate 6.

